
When I was studied for my BA degree in Taipei, Taiwan. I joined an animal studies group in my 
Campus. My university has a buddism background. It affects me a lot. I attended a workshop in 
2007. It was host by EAST (http://www.east.org.tw/), focused on animal welfare of animals in zoos. 
It's the first time for me to join the animal protection movement.  
 
In 2008, I moved to Beijing. I started to joined the animal protection movement as a volunteer. Then, 
I was responsible for anti-fur campaign with ACTAsia For Animals(http://www.actasia.org/ , in 
English)during 2011-2013. In the period, I worked with more than 60 grass-root NGOs in mainland 
China. Put NGOs together, held workshops for "No Fur China" project since 2011. I built a website, 
focused on fur issue: 
http://nofurchina.actasia.org/ (in Chinese only) 
 
I also concerned with animals in entertainment, fetish video (Crush Film) and rabies control during 
this period.  
 
After I left "No Fur China" project and ACTAsia, I focused on animals in zoos and circuses. 
I investigated zoos and circuses, wrote and released reports with China Zoo 
Watch(http://weibo.com/u/2372202947?topnav=1&wvr=6&topsug=1 , in Chinese only). 
 
Meanwhile, I study for my PhD degree in STS (Science, Technology and Society). My peers and I held 
animal studies lectures since 2012(http://blog.sciencenet.cn/blog-224810-643488.html ,host by 
Prof. Jiang, in Chinese), and seminar since 2013.We are trying to build a bridge between animal 
protectors and academia. In this semester, I planning a salon for animal advocators. It's a platform 
for everyone to share their ideas, 5-8 advocators as a presenter to give a presentation for 7 mins in 
the salon.  
 
Now, we held events (lectures, seminar or salon) twice a month in Tsinghua University. By the way, 
my (Tsinghua) university is notorious in China, it because there are many animal abusers. It's 
very irony. But, I hope it will be famous of animal protection movement in the future! 
 
Best wishes, 
Yuan Chih 
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